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Children of the Waste Land 

by Rebecca Straple 

'T· S. Eliot offers a modern interpretation of an ancient 

legend in his epic poem entitled 1he Waste Land
1

, largely 

in'fluenced by contemporary anthropological studies From 

Ritual to Romance by Jessie L. Weston and 1he Golden Bough by Sir 

James Frazer. The story of the Wasteland and the Fisher King has its 

foundations in ancient vegetation rituals and echoes through time to 

find a place i'n both Medieval romances and modern day narratives. 

Who is the modern Fisher King according to Eliot, and what are the 

implications of that answer for tdday's Waste Land? 

jessie L. W estoh explains that during her examination of the Grail 

myth in various Arthurian sagas, entitled From Ritual to Romance, she was 

"struck by the resemblance existing between certain features of the Grail 

story, and characteristic details of the Nature Cults described" in Sir James 

Frazer's work Ihe Golden Bough (Weston 3). Frazer's anthropological 

study explores his theory'that ancient religions were fertility cults revolving 

around the cyclical nature of the seasons. This cycle was usually affected by 

the sacrifice or death of a king and this king' s subsequent resurrection, or 

the use of sex magic in their rituals, the fertility of humans mirroring the 

fertility of the fields. Such acts were "charms intended to make the woods 

to grow green, the fresh grass to sprout, the corn to shoot, and• the flowers 

to blow" (Frazer 156). A large part of these volumes deals with various 

"vegetation" cults or rituals, centering on such deities as Attis, Adonis, 

and Osiris. The rituar of Adonis, held in Western Asia and the Greek 

I The original form of "W:iste)and" in Arthurian romances is the one word form; Eliot 
inserted a space between the two words in his "title. Therefore, "wasteland" is used in this 
paper when referring to the Medieval tradition, with "waste land" connoting Eliot's work or 
an important shift from the original tradition of the modern Waste Land 
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islands, commemorated Adonis' death and rebirth-in Alexandria "the 

marriage of the lovers [Adonis and Aphrodite] was celebrated one day, 

and on the morrow women attireg a,s mourners ... bore the image of the 

dead Adonis to the sea-shore and committed it to the waves" (390). 

Weston saw these customs as ancient ancestors to the Grail romances, 

which stand on this tradition of an authority figJ.Ire viscerally and tangibly 

tied to vegetation and, ultimately, the heal~h and success of the civiliza

tion. The Wasteland legend in these romances ex.is~s in ma11x forms, 

foupd in Malory' s LaMorte ti'Arthur, Chretien de T royes' ,Perceval, and 

Robert de Boron's joseph d'Arimathe, to name a very fe"-: o£ the various 

incarnations of the legend. In it, a knight of Arthur's table-Gawain, 

Galahad, or Perceval-sets out on a Quest and eventually<comes upon a 

vast, desolate land, the Wasteland. This waste ~s directly linked to some 

kind ofinfirmity in a leader, whether he is a knight or kjng, and whether 

he is maimed, inj4red, extremely old, or dead with the mere semblance of 

life. It is the Quester~s task to ask a certain question of the kingpr knight, 

for example, "What ails you?" The mere asking of the question vsually 

heals the King apd renews the land. Sometimes known as tb.e Maimed 

King, in most forms he is known only as the Fisher King. 

BothFromRitualtoRomanceand lheGoldenBougharecontemporary 

to lhe Waste Land, which was published in 1922, and in which can be 

found several elements of the mythologies and legends discussed in the 

earlier books. Eliot credits both Weston and Frazer in his 9riginal notes 

to lhe Waste Land: 

Not only the title, bur the plan and a good deal of the incidental 

symbolism of the poem were suggested by Miss Jessie L. Weston's book 

on the Grail legend: From Ritual to Romance .... To another work of 

anthropology I am indebted in general, one which has influenced our 

generation profoundly; I mean 1he Golden Bough. (Eliot 47) 

Not surprisingly, the Wasteland is the most pervasive, and easily spotted, 

theme in the poem. Eliot creates a new Waste Land, a counterpart to 

the Medieval Waste, through obvious references-the "dead land" of 

section I, line 2, for example, as well as more subtle creations, such as the 

repetition ofLondon as the "Unreal City" throughout the poem. (1.2) 

"Dead l,and," "dull roots," and "d~;ied tubers" abound, wpile "the dead 

tree gives no shelter I And the dry stone no sound of water" (1.23-24). 

The sense of parched ea,rth perva..des the poem, with sections I and VI 

speaking of"dry stones," "cracked earth," and "no water but only rock" 

(1.24, 5.331,, 370). Three times, Eliot writes of London, the "Unreal 

City"; and section VI relates the fall of the cities of Europe and tpe 

Middle East: "Falling towers I Jerusalem Athens Alexandria I Vienna 

I,.ondo!} I l)nreal" (1.6Q, 3.707, 5.377, 5.371-374). Considering the 

cities mentioned, as well as the continuous mourning over London in 

the poem, I propose that Eliot creates post7World War I Europe as the 

modern Waste Land: 

Contrary to the Waste Land theme, the figures of the Quester and 

tpe Fi.sher J<jng ar~ much more difficult to identifY in the poem. Eliot 

remarks in his original notes to ,lhe Waste Land that Tiresias is "the most 

important personage in the poem, uniting all the rest," though not exactly 

a "character" in the poem (50). Others have proposed· £hat Ti,;esias is, 

in fact, Eliot's interpretation of the Fisher King. Eliot writes, 'TTiresias, 

though blind, throbbing between two Jives, I Qld man with wrinkled 

female breasts," in the third section, "The Fire Sermon" (3 .218-219). 

This is, an even more literal way of uniting the sexes than the sex magic 

practiced by ancient peoples in their fields or symbolically with a ~up 

(the Grail) and .phallic object (the Holy Spear). However, any sexual 

encounter in the poem is ultimately meaningless. A liaison between a 

clerk and a typist ends with the clerk's "vanity" m<J.kil,lg "a.. welcome of 

indifference" and the woman "Hardly aware of her departed lover; I Her 
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brain allows one half-formed thought to pass: I 'Well now that's done: and 

I'm glad it's over"' (3.242-243; 3.250-252). Eliot also recalls the story 

of Philomela when he writes, "The change ofPhilomel, by the barbarous 

king I So rudely forced; yet there the nightingale I Filled all the desert 

with inviolable voice" (2.99_;102). The examples of sexual activity that 

take place in The Wastr Land are unproductive-therefore they do not fit 

the profile of fruitful sex magic Frazer writes about in The Golden Bough 

and which influenced the authors of the Grail romances. 

I believe that the death and resurrection element of the Wasteland 

legends in the Grail romances is far more important to the character of 

the Fisher King than' the sexual themes, and-Tiresias does not die within 

the poem, even figuratively, which is an essential part of the Wasteland 

story. In fact, no single character in· the poem bears any injuries or is 

threatened by death, although Eliot mentions death many rimes. Here, 1 

believe is the real truth about the Fisher King in Eliot's The Waste Land, 

which is, there is no single Fisher King. Rather, it is my proposal that, 

just as the Waste Land of Eliot's poem is Europe post-World\Xlar I, the 

Fisher King of the poem is plural: the people who died in that war. The 

"white bodies naked on the low damp ground I and bones cast in a little 

low dry garret" and the "corpse you planted last year in the garden" call 

to mind soldiers cast on battlefields in the rriost vicious and, to many 

people, pointless, war the world had ever seen. 

Casting the Fisher King as the dead of World War I effectively 

damns Europe to be the Waste forever. The youth of Europe are die 

future of Europe; World War I, which has destroyed ~urope's people, 

has also devastated its farmlands and its urban centers. There is no way 

to resurrect the millions of soldiers and civilians who were killed in the 

war, no way to heal the scarred and broken earth. It is possible to try-Sir 

] ames Frazer explains in The Golden Bough that some societies represented " 

Adonis' or Artis' death with an actual human sacrifice, and the-body was 

then buried: The ancients considered the next season's corn to be fattened 

with th.e god's blood; this relationsl;lip developed into the Fisher King's 

ties to his land in th~ GraiLromances. Lines 71-75 in the first section 

describe just this type of ritual: 

That corpse you planted last year in your garden, 

Has it begun to sprout? Will it bloom this year? 

Or has the sudden frost disturbed its bed? 

0 keep 'the dog far hence, that's friend to men, 

Or with his nails he'll dig it up again! (1.71-75) 

As Frazer asks in d_1e chapter entitled "The Ritual of Adonis," "What 
. . 

more natural than to imagine that the violets and hyacinW,s, the roses 

and the anemones, sprang from their [the dead's] dust, wer~ empurpled 

or incarnadined by their blood, and~ contained some portion of their 

spirit?" (Frazer 395). Eliot mentions both violets and hyacinths in The 

Waste Land, in sections I and Ill. Unfortunately, there seems to be no 

"sprouting" of the corpse in the poem, and there are too many obstacles, 

including a frosqnd the dogwho "wim his nails ... will dig it up again" 

(Eliot 1.75). The curse of the modern Waste Land, then, is hopeless

ness. The world cannot recover from such a senseless, violent war, where 

people mechanically deal death with machines and chemicals-in both 

the anci~nt rituals and the Grail romances, these elements did not exist. 

Magic and nature l;lealed the land, and in a time of tanks, machine gup.s, 

and airplanes, there is no room for magic or nature. 

Eliot's despair for Europe, and indeed, the world, has echoed through 

the twentieth century, compounded in many ways by World War II, even 

more advanc~d weaponry, and the arrival of the Nuclear Age-for the 

first time, humanity is truly capable of its own destruction. Never before 

could we cause our own fields and people to be infertile; it was up to the 

gods, whom we appeased. These hopeless feelings have turned, in many 

!' 
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instances, to rage in modern media. 

In fact, the hopelessness and rage of Eliot's The Waste Land are 

found in perhaps the most unexpected medium: punk music, particularly 

"crust" punk. The products of hopelessness, anger, and a feeling of doom 

pervading (usually) young people's lives, many of tlieir song's lyrics are 

reminiscent of the themes found in Frazer's, Weston's, and Eliot's writ

ings. Crust evolved in the late seventies and early eighties in the United 

Kingdom and usually features bleak lyrics lamenting the aftermath of 

nuclear war, although animal rights, oppressive states, and militarism 

are also common themes. Crust bands oftentimes use dueling male and 

female vocals, an interesting new take on uniting the male and female 

genders for creation. 

Most of the songs speak to environmental Waste and barrenness 

that reflects Th(! Waste Land. Amebix, one of the foundi~g bands of 

crust, are the authors of the song "Drink and Be Merry," which is eerily 

reminiscent of the Grail romances and The Waste Land. The song even 

features a cup and elemental themes: "My cup runneth over with blood 

and not wine I The last was the flood, it's fire this time" (Amebix). The 

song also references World War II, similar to Eliot's anguish over World 

War 1: "Dead gulls and dead fish wen;: trod underfoot I The sky was tinted 

with yellow and black /And the air smelt like Dachou [sic] today[ .... ] 

The fields were littered with the dying and dead I Nothing grows here 

but decay!" (Amebix). 

Another band, Filth ·of Mankind, are the creators of the song 

"Disposable Civilization,"including these lyrics which recall the "~racked 

earth" of Eliot's poem : "Treeless landscapes-=no chance for rain f 

Progress and comfort have their own price I The cracked Earth suffers 

in silence I There's no tomorrow for her inhabitants" (Eliot, 5.331; Filth). 

Harum Scarum takes a slightly different angle in their song "Earthater": 

"Cigarette bl1tts and paper scraps, broken glass and plastic wraps. From" 

)~ 
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polluted soil our v~ggies grow" (Harum). 

A few bands have updated this theme to talk about the Waste of 

technology and cities, sometimes reminiscent of the "Unreal City" (1.60). 

This is particularly true of the cities mentioned in Severed Head of State's 

"Thrown into the Seas of Fire": "There is thunder in the east and hell in 

the skies ... everything that is born eventually must die ... pestilence and 

plague ... heaven aflame ... molten cities flattened by a force that knows no 

name ... " (Severed). Another important early crust band, Nausea, deals 

more with technology-such as the new war technology that changed 

things so drastically for those who witnessed World War l-in their 

song "Inherit the Wasteland." They speak of"a sterile new environment 

I where emotion cannot last. .. so we may sowlthe seeds I of a new and 

useless way of life" (Nausea). 

Even the sexual frustration and futility found in The Waste Land can 

be seen in punk music. A much newer group named Signal Lost caine onto 

the punk scene in America in 2003. Their song "Stop Motion Reality" 

ironically encourages people to, continue to "Work all day for the bills 

that never end I fuck all 11ight for .the love you'll never share" ("Stop"). 

Interestingly, Signal Lost named their first full-length album Children of 

·the Wasteland. Children often do not have control over their own lives or 

environment. These" children of the wasteland" did not create their Waste 

Land-'-rather, World War I, II, the nuclear age and disposable culture 

did~but it is their reality now. They claim this frattured new world handed 

down to them. Nausea's "Inherit the Wasteland" speakS;to this as well: 

I'll inherit the wasteland ... 

One day you saw the gray 

That had become your life 

A rocky, barren wasteland ("Inherit") 

Perhaps they even claim the job of healing it-a seemingly impossible 

•' 
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task in Eliot's interpretation of the Wasteland legend. But punk music is 

defined by defiance, and a song from Signal Lost's second album called 

"Second Voice" expresses their defiance at inheriting this hopeless waste 

and the supposed impossii;Jility of healing it. 

We are survivors of the last poison wave 

We are victims of doomed hopes and dreams 

We are heirs to vast cities of dust 

We are headless statues, the writing on the wall 

We are rats crawling tqe corpse of paradise ("Second") 

The children, or modern humans, have no choice but to live in this Waste 

Land, for QOW. It is clear from this new music that some of us are ready 

for change-the question now is, who will be our Fisher King? Do we, 

in fact, need one? 

From ancient rituals to modern poems, and to completely new 

mediums and forms of expression, the Wasteland is a timeless theme. T. S. 

Eliot changed the outcome of this story at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, in the aftermath of a war that completely changed the rules. 

Ancient magic has no place in a worl<;i full of machipery al),d calcuJa..ted 

killing, and since Eliot wrote his masterpiece, even more change has 

occurred. The threat of nucleaJ;. war brings up an entirely new kind of 

Waste Land in .the possibility of nuclear winter, and with the absence 

of a clear world order, without a god or leader to shoulder the burden 

of the world and its fertility, who knows if the world will ever really be 

healed? Gone are the days of sex magic, chivalry, and Quests; now is the 

time of the Waste. 
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The Uncanny: Subculture and the Abject Image 

by Rachel Johnson 

I
t is no question that no matter how dominant a culture 

becomes it will :Ot inclu~e every member of society. ~ehaviors, 
practices, and values will be varied, and any number of tilem 

could potentially be left out of the norm, especially if these aspects 

are considered to be;: strange or morally wrong. It is under these 

~onditions that the repressed must assemble their ,own society. 

Oftel}, these newly created cultur~s are scrutinized by mainstream 

culture as being abject due to the .unconventional tendencies. This 

is what makes subcultures alien,ated to a poipx where they become 

their own distinct grouping, identified by the strange relationship 

t~ey have to the dominant culture. Subcultl1res manifest their ideals 

and principles through various forms of art a11d experience, often 

through the use of abject and unusual images. 

Defining Subculture 

Traits that are, widely practiced become what is considered 'to be 

normal and are put together to make up the conditions of the dominant 

culture. When groups of people bend these rules, subculture is, born. 

Subcultures may be modifications or resistances, but they all exist in some 

relation to the dominant culture 0 enks 17). They exist to demonstrate the 

inconsistencies between the mainstreafll culture and particular groups. 

According to Chris Jenks, subcultures are often non-normative, 

non-mainstream, deviant, marginalized, "under dog" groups within the 

social setting (121). Subcultures materialize as new sources of identity 

and a new way to signify difference for those who do not fit within 

the conventional aspects of their social surroundings. This culture, in 

I . ' 
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comparison to mainstream culture, appears deviant and resistant, but 

more importantly it is an expression of alternate identities. 

Freud's concept of the Uncanny 

An important feature of alternative identity stems back to the 

Freudian concept of the uncanny. Sigmund Freud theorized about what 

he called the uncanny, a notion ofboth familiarity and th · c ·. reat manuestmg 

through the same person, object or event (Israeli 379) H 1' , _ . e conceptua tzes 

that the things we find the most terrifYing appear so because they once 

seemed familiar. Freud described his i:heo h "h' · ry as sue : t ts uncanny Is 

in reality nothing new or alien, but something that is familiar and old 

fashioned in the mind and which has become alienated from it through 

process of repression" (Israeli 38 t) This ·bot'! d h' f: h h · s own to t e act t at t e 

things we find frightening are things that we have had contact with 

before, things that are part of our society alread O th' h y. nee some mg t at 

we are familiar with undergo h d es c ange an appears to be estranged from 

its original meaning or cont h · h ext, t at Is w en we become afraid or at least 

wary of it. 

This experience of being d . , attracte to somethmg, yet repulsed by it 

at the same time creates d · h a tsson~nce t at often leads to rejection of the 

uncanny object or notio n· . n. Is reaction warrants the formation of sub-

cultures; those who come to ernb h race t e uncanny aspects that dominant 

culture has rejected. Uncanniness oft b . I -en ecomes Its own cu ture. 

Horror Subculture and the Uncanny 

Uncannysubculturesemer · I gem response to a cu ture that is imagined 

"as inauthentiC" as homo · ' genous; as straight and conformist" (Hollows~ 

36). The horror genre and its characteristics are commonly found in un-

canny subcultures Horrord f: ·1· · . · e amttanzesmamstreamcultureintovarious 

uncanny experiences. works that use the h d' b h '1 ' orror me mm orrow eav1 y 

from what is considered to be "I - b , l ow- row cu ture; erotic thrillers, science 

fiction, a,nd porn, and are often dc;:scribed as being dark, disturbing, and 

provocative (Hawkins 224). These are the genres found to be abject in the 

domin~nt culture, due to their bizarre themes apd images. Becau§e'they 

are disturbing, and often feature depictions of repulsiye images (gaping 

wounds, graphic sel~Jtality, viofepce), they gain appreciation as a resistance 

t6;the pleasantries of m;J-iilstream film and literature. 

In Freud's theory, there are several experiences that would produce 

the feeling of the.unqnny, many of which. can be easily connecte£l with 

Jhe genre of horror. The re)llainder of this essay will exer,nplif}r the use of 

the uncanny in Do<;lie Bellamy's The Letters ofMina Harker to,represent 

resistance to dominant culture. 

A Culture of Sexual Women 

The dominant culture chooses to accepcwomen who are sexmllly 

modest, and thus portrays females as such. For the most part, sex;in the 

mainstream maintains its traditional roles: women are chaste until they 

become mothers, and men are permitted aggressive sexuality. Traits that 

are acceptable for men found 'in a woman defamiliarize said 'traits and 

make them alien, thus uncanny. A woman who is sexually liberated, ag• 

gressive, and engages in high-risk sexual behaviors without qualms resists 

the constraints of the dominant culture, creating her own counterculture 

against the mainstream. 

Freud wrote, as quoted in Robin Lydhii:Jurg's critique "Freud's 

Uncanny Narratives," "men declare that they feel there is something 

uncanny about the female genital organs. This '[unfamiliar] place, how

ever, is the entrance to the former [home] cif all human beings" (1077). 

This is an expression that the uncanniness of female sexuality is that it is 

both repressed and longed for at the same time. Female genitals are most 

easily associated· with motherhood; this is the place every human being 

passes through. The woman who uses her body in the uncanny, sexual 

17 
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way is resistant and is using her sexualiry to form a subculture of women 

who can be both motherly and sexually liberated. 

The narrator Mina/Dodie of Mina Harker is an excellent portrait 

of the uncanny female. She is highly sexual throughout the book Her 

behaviors would generally be acceptable for a male, but because she is 

a woman, this story produces an uncanny experience. The protagonist 

of this book is not shy about her sexual behaviors, nor is she ashamed. 

In describing her numerous encounters, she makes a joke of them, "the 

latest charm dangling from my bracelet ... it would have to be a necklace 

to hold all of my charms, one of those flapper necklaces that descends to 

the navel. I've been at this a long time" (Bellamy 88). 

Mina functions as the sexual part of Dodie that she both wants to 

d\sown and embrace. Bellamy addresses the conceptofthe trai~ thatMina/ 

Dodie possess in relation to sex, and how they are considered masculine 

behaviors in the domjnant culture. In one scene, J\:1ina/Dodie is out with 

Rendezvous, one of her lovers, and it is plain to see that the protagonist's 

uncanny behavior is setting her apart from the mainstream culture. Minai 

Dodie writes, "Mter a few more sips of cerveza he comments, :There's 

something very male about you.' ... Fidge,ting there in my black lace bra 

and panties I feel like one of those cr<;>ss-dressj[lg married men Dear Abby's 

always featuring, who get run over by a car and at the hospital their secret 

is found out. Get this guy in the Frederick's of Hollywood!' (Bellamy 88). 

Mina/Dodie' s masculine behavior is noticeable to members of conven

tional society like Rendezvous, as Mina/Dodie labels him previousl;in.the 

same passage, "a textbook heterosefC\Ial ... sexually secure, in charge." He 

is sexually aggressive and impulsive, as the norms of the mainstream allow 

him to be. However, he notes that,Mina/Dodie' s behaviors are sii:rJlar to 

his, and he affirms her distaJ.lce from the dominant culture. This is Minai 

Dodie' s subculture and a representation of other women,like her who are 

set apart for their "manly" attitudes towards sex. 

Resisting a Unified Narrator 

In dominant culture, .qarr_atives are assumed to represent a unified 

self. The Letters of Mina Harker represents narrative that refuses to be 

unified by one singular narrator. This book fean~res a parrator with radi

cally inconsistent identities, Miqa·andDodie. Mina is a repr:e~entation of 

the repressed parts ofDodie'spersona,lity:Through ~n uncanny elerpent 

known as doubling, Bellamy is able to support a subculture of disjointed 

narrative. 

In the text it appears that the narrator is having an internal conflict; 

italicized portions q;.~ext represent multiple ,voices, the multipl~ person

alities that inhabit the one pody that is Dodie Bellamy. This is doubling, 

which is defined as "the experience of seeing or otherwise sensing, feeling, 

or believing that there exists another 'you' from inside your own self' 

(Schneider 107). Mina/Dodie experiences this, as Mina takes over the 

narrative, and acknowledges that she exists independent of Dodie. 

Mina functions as a "schizo" type double. A schizo results from the 

possession of one body by rwo or more neighboring consciousnesses, and 

the unified physical body lies beneath varied personalities, which create an 

uncanny effect. It is easy to distinguish between Mina and Dodie; Dodie 

is more repressed and ·more mainstream, whereas Mina represents the 

abject. Throughout the book, Bellamy makes several narrative choices to 

illustrate that while occupying the same body, Do die an& Min a. are rwo 

separate units. For instance, Bellamy writes; "KK says that Dodie has the 

advantage because she's physical and I'm 'only psychic' ... Dodie is much 

more constructed- than I. She makes a clone of herself, Mina Harker .... 

Emotions, like everything else, are new to Mina, and they hit her with a 

violence .. ·;. She falls in lovewith Dodie' s husband, KK. Mina arid Dodie 

battle it out" (15) .This passage exemplifies the uncanny double that is key 

in The Letters ofMina Harker. Dodie and'Mina exist separately, because 

even podie's husband is aware of the difference between the two. There 
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is also awareness by Dodie and Mina of the existence of another identity, 

as well as the awareness that they share a physical body. Dodie is more 

emotional, more feminine by the demands o'fmainstream culture. Mina 

is far more aggressive and sexual. When she says that she falls in love with 

Dodie's husband, she alludes to a "batHe," after which Mina emerges 

the winner and has sex with KK while Dodie "goes up in a blaze with 

her computer" (15). Falling in love for Dodie is marrying KK, whereas 

Mina' s "love" seems to be purely sexual. 

Mina and Dodie are often at battle. The text is fragmented, Mina 

interjects and adds her own opinions and observations"which clash with 

Dodie's. In a scene where Dodie is sitting in the doctor's office, the reader 

gets a sense of the split identity: 

a pregnant woman sits across from me ... the water cooler gurgles sud

denly CUT TO MINA doubled over my cranium tightens, psychic fingers 

squeeze my spongy brain I clench my abdomen SQUEEZE SQUEEZE 

salty red trickles from my nostril and drips onto my lower lip THE 

WOMAN'S FETUS IS SCANNING MY BRAIN. (Bellamy 33) 

The passage above is resistant to the mainstream restrictions of a narra

tive. Mina cuts into the text mid-sentence and provides a schizophrenic 

sensation amid Dodie's stable train of-thought. This experience can be 

very troubling to a reader. 

Dodie and Mina are a clash of cultures inh:~-biting the same body. 

As explained by Robin Lydenburg, ~he r~cognition that the intruder is 

actually a part.of one's self is what produces the feelings of uneasiness 

associated with the uncanny (1080). Because Mina and Dodie :J.rerep

resenting.the dominant culture and resistance to it within the same self. 
' 

the uncanny thrives, which further illustrates the vast distance between 

the values of the dominant culture and' alternatives. 

Abjection is Not a Pretty Picture 

Mainstream culture represents things tll,at are favorable and at

tractive. Grotesque things appe.~r as such because they ar~ repressed ·by 

culture and mus~ then make their way tq the light through subcultures 

that embrace them. MoJ;I,sters portray all of the x4ings that we find to 

be.unacceptal;>le, that go against the norms set by our dominant culture, 

thtts our vampire narrator is the courier of a suqculture that would ratl;ler 

observe the dismal parts of life. Because the characters :J.re having weird 

experiences with apjection, we as reade~s sli:J.re in these experiences. 

Freudian theory of the uncanny "relies upon identical causal hy

potheses to the uncanny emotions of the characters in the story and the 

uncanny emotions experienced by readers" (Schneider 118). In terms 

of the big picture, the whole premise of the book produces an uncanny 

experience, as Mirra is a vampire, which makes her a literal representation 

of death. In the beginning, she describes feeding on the blood of her 

husband and turning him into a vampire as well: 

I grow ancient but the suitor, always replaced, doesn't change-except 

for KK-,-l've made him one of my own kind. Last Friday I held his 

wrist to my lips and· sucked his blood was ·tasteless but I couldn't get 

enough ofrt, determined to quench the unquenchable he groaned·with 

consent then I pricked my finger and squeezed a few precious drops 

on his·outstretched tongue. (Bellamy 12) 

Mina/Dodie assumes the form of a vampire, and through this confession 

presents images of death, violence, and sex, all things that dominant cul

ture turns away from. The characters in this scene welcome the uncanny, 

KK "consents" to becoming a vampire and sharing in Mina/Dodie's 

blood, and Mina/Dodie brings her partner into her fiendish world. 
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Concluding Thought 

The Letters ofMina Harker is a remarkable representation of a culture 

that is resistant to mainstream ideals in numerous ways. Bellamy's use 

of Freud's concept of the uncanny helps her to illustrate the often

overlooked subcultures found disturbing by dominant culture because 

of abject characters or practices. A sexually liberated female narrator, the 

use of doubling and a split narrative throughounhe text, and ubiquitous 

application of the dismal image provide not only the characters with an 

uncanny experience, but the reader as well. Bellamy creates an exemplary 

portrait of how the uncanny is a practical means to support resistance 

to dominant culture. 
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Let's Get Political: Evaluating the Efficacy of 
Critical/ Cultural Studies Pedagogies for First-Year 

Writing Courses 

by Kate Norcross 

I 
ncreasingly, the field of composition studies has been looking to 

improve society. In his ethnography Collision Course: Conflict, 

Negotiation, and Learning in College Composition, Russell 

Durst discusses what he says has been termed '"the social turn' in 

composition" (5), noting that composition studies has moved from 

focusing on access for the unprivileged to seeking to make a political 

impact (126). Influenced by scholars such as Paulo Freire, with his 

"impliCit assumption that the prevailing order must ultimately be 

changed to create lasting freedom" (Duntan), this "social turn" has 

become a driving force in composition theory. The June 2005 issue 

of College Composition and Communication even mentions an award 

for "a teacher in ecce who has taken professional risks in order to 

promote social justice through the teaching' of writing" (712). 

The theories and goals of this "social turn" meet praxis in a group 

of pedagogies that Richard Fulkerson terms "critical/cultural studies," 

or "CCS," in his article "Composition at the Turn of the Twenty-First 

Century" (654). According to Fulkerson, critical/cultural studies peda

gogies, which he considers to include cultural studies, critical studies, 

and feminist pedagogies, "focus on having students read about systemic 

cultural injustices inflicted by dominant societal groups and dominant 

discourses on those with less,power, and upon the empowering possibili

ties of rhetoric if students are educated tb 'read' carefully and 'resist' the 

social texts that help keep some groups subordinated" (659). These texts, 
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as David Leight notes, need not be, written; they need only be "capable of 

being 'read': a book, a television program, an advertisemeilt, a.landscape, 

a haircut-in short, anything.·" Although wide disparity may exist in 

practice among CCS courses, Fulkerson suggests five central components 

to CCS: a focus on "interpretation," a group of texts to be interpreted that 

often focus around a particular theme, an assumption that the texts show 

"certain deep structural truths about power in American society," a set 

of assignments in which students "interpret" these texts or others, and a 

goal to "empower or liberate ~tudents" by showing them the "injustices" 

of society, American economics, etc. (660-61). As David Leight sums 

it up, "cultural• studies sets out to describe the pow!!r relationships that 

differing ideologies invoke." The implicit assumption maybe present that 

these power relationships show inequality ahd injustice. 

One key aim of this investigation, in keeping with the goals of the 

"social turn," is to bring about change in society, or as.] ames Berlin 

says, "to encourage our students to resist and to negotiate these codes ... 

in order to bring about more personally humane and socially equitable 

economic and political arrangements" (qtd. in Leight). The goals !15 Berlin 

states them here could be seen as twofold: first, to encourage critical 

thinking in students aboudssuesJacing society, or, to use Durst's phrase, 

to help "students develop more theoretically and politically sophisticated 

understaJ1dings of themselves and of their worlds" (5)· and d , secon , to 

convince these students to go forth and change _society for the better. 

Leight provides a slightly different twist on these two goals: 

The point of the movement of composition to cultural studies is for 

students to find their own place within the different power relationships 

that popular culture would otherwise find for the:n. If ~tuden!s can 

see those relationships, then they will be able to analyze their subject 

positions and take advantage of that knowledge. 

For Leight, cultural studies in composition can give students better 

understanding of the wo~ld around them ("see those relationships") and, 

if not change society, at least use this understanding to'their benefit ("ta\ie 

advantage of that knowledge"). 

In spite of these lofty goals and what Fulkerson notes as CCS' s seem-

ing popularity (659), this type of pedagogy, and in particular its.political 

emphasis, ha,s been called into questior. In her 1992 article "Diversity, 

Ideology, and the Writing Classroom," Maxine Hairston criticizes what 

~he sees as an attempt by many first-year composition instructors to use 

-thei.r courses as a platform for their own lefti,stviews. Al,though Fulkerson 

notes that Hairston mi;;represents ope source and uses ad hominem argu

me!).tS (666), Hairston still presents a compelling possil;>ility: that within 

these pedagogies, advocating the teacher's social agenda cquld become 

more important than advocating the stw~ent's improvement in writing. 

For <;:C:S courses that place a premium on ;walyzing w4.at "texts" have 

to say about society, this is not an impossible scenario. 

Fulkerson, too, has critici,sm for CCS pedagogies, declaring that ~ost 
ccs pegagogies seem "inappropriate," largely bequse of the potential for 

"indoctrina,rion" to occur and for any real teaching of writing to be lost 

in a focus on interpreting the course's key te:x:ts (665). Even Durst, who 

remains sympathetic to some CCS-type courses and declares, "I think 

th,at students can benefit. .. from more explicitly political composition 

instruction" (5), notes the challeng~ and frustration that can often ensue 

in the classroom with a curriculum that,investigates political values. 

_For some of these critics, a serious concern is the junctior between 

teaching, what Sherry (:ook Stanforth refers to in a sectio11 of Durst's 

Collision Course as "better values" and "better writing" (161). Should 

bet~er values and better writing be taught at the same time? Can both 

be taught at the same time without detriment to either? Hairston would 

argue that if teaching "better values" means pushing a particular idc::ology 
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on students, such a view'"threatens to ... jeopardize the process-oriented, 

low-risk, student-centered classroom we've worked so hard to establish as 

the norm" (660). Fulkerson, as noted, also suggests that the methods of 

CCS can focus on "better values" to the detriment of "better writing." 

Others, such as Durst, are uncertain of how teaching better writing 

and the "ideological matters" -of better values can or should go together 

in the composition classroom: "These issues [ideological matters] are no 

doubt ... well worth taking up in the classroom, but it is not immediately 

clear how they map onto our role as teachers helping students improve 

their writing" (5). After spending two years studying selected classes of 

required first-year composition at the University of Cincinnati', Durst 

came to the conclusion that students' mofe pragmatiC goals-which could 

include a naJ:rowed definition of "better writing" for the sake of their 

future careers-often came into conflict with the goals of a curriculum 

that emphasized "self-reflection, critical analysis of one's own positions 

and those of others, and development of increased understanding of the 

rhetorical and political power of texts not just to communicate but to 

shape thought" (16). Thus he saw "a serious discontinuity between what 

we expect students to learn in college composition arid'wbat they hope to 

learn" (61). His observation of this tension in the classroom leads him to 

suggest a teaching style that he terms "reflective instrumentalism" (177-

78), which seeks to address students' "pragmatic goals" while still trying to 

"cui tivate a critical aspect within this instrumentalist framework" '( 178). 

The course Durst designs as an example of this philosophy "d~es not 

attempt to position students as critics of the academy and of the society 

in which it operates" (178), a change in aim that some might suggest 

is a departure from the goals of critical/ cultur~l studies pedagogies as 

defined by Fulkerson. , 

William H. Thelin expresses a counterpoint view in his article 

"Understanding Problems in Critical Classrooms." He states that Durst 

"might have left critical pedagogy behind in f<J.vor of new goals" -(117), 

perhaps as part of a trend he sees in which some are suggesting that 

if students are not respondi_ng·well to the course, this "failure ... taints 

those ["liberatory"] goals and makes them unworthy" (115). Thelin 

counters Durst's ethnographic research in Collision Course with his own 

experience of a.critical studies class that went thrgugh many dif!iculties. 

Thelin.concludes that "blunders" ar.e a natural and necessary outgrowth 

of critical/cultural studies pedagogy, but that "the stakes are too high 

for ·instructors to ,coflsider abandoning critical pecJagogy" (139) .. For 

Thelin, the goal of helping students to achieve "better values" should 

not be abandoned ifit sometimes leads to unproguctive clashes with the 

students. These clashes roay only suggest that the instructor needs "to 

grow with the p~gagogy" (1'39) gntil this pedagogy reaches a pl~ce.where 

its valuable aims can flourish 'in the classroom. 

Leight e;x:presses· a similar view on the value of culturaL studies in 

teac4ing compositipn; however, in. his article "Cu,ltural Studies and Its 

Impact on Composition," he notes the positive effect that cultural studies 

can have on the classroom whe!l it encourages student· interest. In his 

secondary-school classroom, his students critically an.alyzed pop-cul~ure 

texts, includiug the television show Beavis and Butt-head, "a-:favorite of 

young adult males especially." Leight states, "Using a cultural studies 

approach to teach writing liaS an added penefit: studen~§ often consider 

studying televisipn, magazines, and other (qrms of popular culture as 

somehow subversive-as if they are getting away with something when 

really, as teachers, we are calling into question their values and judgment." 

To Leight, the "better values". of cultural self-awareness and crjtical think

,ing are a worthy reason to implemen_t a cultural stuAies pedagogy; and· if 

the right methods are used, students may even be motivated to actively 

engage in the class. 

These five authors present a wide range of views on the effectiveness 
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and value of CCS courses. Hairston denounces what she sees as the 

indoctrination occurring in many first-year writing classes, where an 

ideology, and not improvement in writing, becomes the course focus. 

Fulkerson pronounces his own verdict that "most CCS course[s] seem 

inappropriate to me" (665). Durst emphasizes the importance of not 

alienating students who hold more practical ideas of what· a first-year 

writing course should teac;h. Thelin states that although ·setbacks can 

occur in teaching with critical pedagogy, they should not cause instructors 

to water down its important goals. And Leight examines· the value of 

cultural studies in teaching composition and its usefulness as a way to 

get stude11ts involved in understanding societal forces. 

The emphasis of these differing viewpoints on "better writing" or 

"better values" and how they work together or against one another in the 

composition classroom is equally varied. Leight, for example, addresses 

both writing and values in cultural studies; for him, writing and values 

can go together when cultural studies meets composition. Thelin, too, 

mentions the "better values" of democracy and responsibility that his 

students could learn through a critical pedagogy and also expresses a 

concern about "better writing" when he suggests that instructors·who 

focused on formulaic writing and elements such as organization and 

mechanics were not aliowiftg students "the opportunity to grasp and 

make use of essential concepts of writing" (136). Hairston and Fulkerson 

display great concern for "better writing" as a goal of composition courses 

and share Durst's view that "better writing" and "better values" may not 

always coexist peacefullyin CCS pedagogies. For Hairston, this occurs 

when "better values" are a particular viewpoint that is forced on students; 

for Fulkerson anc;l •Durst, this could occur when "better values" crowd 

out "better writing" in,pedagogy: 

Within the arena of first-year writing, which Durst notes has been 

controversial from its beginnings (1), the question ofhow "better writing" 

and "better values" fit together in compositiop classes takes on great 

importance while raising many ~ore questions. What is tl)e purpose of 

rhe first-year writing course? What is meant by "better values" and "better 

writing"? Do "better values" b~long in the classroom. at all; or are they a 

foundation of all higher education? These questions cut to the heart of 

co~position instruction anq its goals, and how they are answered makes 

a tremendous difference in students' .education. 

Although I believe that students' critical thinking skills, social 

awareness, ;m~ appreciation· for.de!flocracy and diversity are important, 

I po§Jt that teachers 11eed to carefully evaluate their pedagogies to ensure 

that "better values" do not crowd out the purpose of "better writing" 

in first-year composition courses. The dangers of this relationship are 

complex and difficult to de&ne; .thus it is necessary to explore what is 

meant by "better values" and "better writing" before seeing if and how 

they are important in the first-year writing classroom. Based on this 

priority, it is possible to reach some ·conclusions.on how the two can or 

cannot·coexist peacefully. 

As indicated by the. range of perspectives discussed earlier, "better 

values" can take on a variety of meanings to different ins{ructors. It is 

important to realize that each instructor or writing program administrator 

wilt have their own set of "better values" and goals for what students 

should learn in first-year writing courses. However, an investigation of 

some qf the authors .presented earlier reveals some recurri11g goals ·that 

can be used. to reach some common "better values." .Many jnstructors 

wo!Jld agree on the importance of critical tninlqng as a value. Durst wants 

"students [to] develop more theoretically and politically sophisticated 

understandings of themselves and of their worlds" {5). Another value 

appear~ng in published literature on cultural ~tudies is that of the socially 

aware citizen. Leight notes that Berlin and T.rimbl]r take the goal of 

producing aware citizens a step further by seeking for. the student to use 
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this knowledge: in the case of Berlin, to change society and in the case 

ofTrimbur, to "use that understanding for their benefit." 

"Better writing" could, in a sense, be considered a ''better value," if not 

die supreme value taught in writing courses. The ability to clearly express 

thoughts in writing has obvious value in the ·academic and professional 

world; however, its value extends beyond these realins. It is important to 

note that "better writing" and "better grammar, mechanics, and usage" 

are not synony~ous. Nor does "better writing" consist of a knowledge of 

formulas and genres. Thelin speaks with a hint of disapproval about classes 

where "organization and correctness were emphasized" and instructors 

would "teach the specific details of the content, essentially telling the stu

dents what they were to write," insisting that "these open-access students 

[taking these courses] were not learning much about writing .... In fact, 

the method of instruction denied students the opportunity to grasp and 

make use of essential concepts of writing" (136). Effectivefuiting involves 

more than putting the correct words in the correct places; it involves the 

selection and organization.of content as well. David Bartholomae looks 

at severarstudent essays in "Inventing the University"; the·ones he ranks 

higher are not always grammatically or syntactically polished, but they 

do show an attempt to reason or present themselves academically. 

Bartholomae' s investigation'suggests that critical thinking and strong 

academic writing can flourish together, indeed, that you cannot have 

strong academic writing without strong critical thinking skills. However, 

it is conceivable to bui!Cl critical thinking without improving stuclenrs' 

ability to think critically in writing, particularly if more attention>is 

given to critical thinking outside of writing. Fulkerson comments on 

this possibility: "descriptions of other [CCS] courses suggest that the 

complex process is often cut ~hort, perhaps by restricting prewriting/ 

invention to "reading" and to class or small-group discussion" (661).' 

But better writing can be crowded out by critical thinking even when 

writing is an essential component of coursework. Fulkerson compares 

CCS course~ to "the popular and durable li,terature-based composition 

courses," considering the focus of both types of courses to be on \low well 

the texts are inte~preted (or possibly how .the instructor thinks the texts 

should be interprew;l). He contends, "ungenerously, one could argue that 

this does not produce a writing co,urse at·all-a~y more than a sociology 

course in race relations that uses extensive writi):lg is a writing course." 

A). though students in such a course may receive feedback on assignments 

from the ipstructor, "it.isn't clear whether the feedback is mainly about 

writing or mainly about culture and how to 'read' it." lmpr<;>ving writing 

in the classroom involves .more than "extensive practice" (662-63). In 

Collision Course, Durst examines the phenomenon of"ground.rules" in 

composition instruction, or "teach<ors' more tacit or underlying expecta

tions of what stl1dents need to know and do in order to successfully 

carry out an academic task" (6q). As Durst notes, not all students enter 

first-year writing courses with a good undersq.nding.of the ground rules 

of composition; time and instruction can help them come to terms with 

-these rules (70). Writing pr,olifically can still not help a student improve 

their writing if they_ do not understand how to critically express their 

views.on paper. 

Social awareness could possibly also be pursued in the writing 

classroom while still seeking "better writing"; however, the relationship 

between. these can be more fragile, and the mannef'in which ideological 

issues are presented can cause negative reactions that hinder the purpose of 

"better writing." The third edition of one CCS-type textbook, Rereading 

America, describes itself as a "handbook that helps students explore the 

ways that the dominant culture shapes their ideas, values, and beliefs" 

agd "is about resistance" (Colombo, Cullen, and Lisle viji-ix). The 

introduction states, "you may have to re-examine your relationships to 

family, friends, neighborhood, and heritage" (Colombo, Cullen, and 
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Lisle 1). Simply by referring to certain traditional viewpoints as "cultural 

myths," the textbook suggests to students that these traditional views 

are outdated and false (Colombo, Cullen, and Lisle 3). Although the 

book does well in encouraging students to think critically about such 

viewpoints (Colombo, Cullen, and Lisle 5-6), its language could be taken 

by students as hostile. Such, a direct confrontation of student beliefs can 

cause many reactions; including two that are detrimental to the goal of 

better writing. 

First, as Durst notes, students may resist what they see as the imposi

tion of teacher-held better values. Durst noted in one teacher's CCS-type 

composition class, "virtually from the beginning of the quarter, an 'us 

versus them' mentality appeared to be developing among at least some 

of the students, with 'us' being the students themselves and the cultural 

traditions they represented and believed in, and 'them' being Sherry, 

the textbook, and the curriculum as a whole ... " (131). Some ~rst-year 

writing students resist instruction regardless of the classroom atmosphere; 

however, Durst offers the serious suggestion that students may resist an 

entire curriculum if they perceive that teachers are forcing a particular 

ideology on them. Such resistance, in addition to producing students 

antagonistic to the teacher's goal of helping them become betterwriters 

and citizens, can also waste class time because of arguments and student 

unwillingness to cooperate. 

Second, students may try to take a stance that they think their teacher 

will approve of, whether they believe it or not. Hairston writes, "it is 

always hard to get students to write seriously and honestly, but when they 

find themselves in a classroom where they suspect there is a correct way to 

think, they are likely to take refuge in generalities and responses that please 

the teacher" (670). Hairston refers to these responses as "fake discourse" 

(670)-a far cry from the "better writing" composition instructors seek 

to teach. The goal of critical thinking is undercut when students give ~he 
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teacher what he or she wants instead of taking the time and reasoning to 

come to their own conclusion. 

This is not to say that sensitivity to social problems is an unimport

ant trait. Socially aware citizens are important in a world full ofchange, 

and first-year composition curriculum certainly does not need to avoid 

social problems altogether; however, other college courses can also seek 

to promote informed and concerned citizens. Fulkerson comments that 

the content of some CCS courses would<be equally at horne in other 

universitY' departments ( 661). A glance through the third edition of 

Rereading America reveals a textbook that could be,used for a course on 

multiculturalism; in fact, were it not for the statement ,in the preface 

for instructors that it is "designed for first-year college writing and 

critical thinking courses" (Colombo, Cullen, and Lisle v), it could be 

taken as a textbook for a different type of course, perhaps in the social 

sciences. 

Values such as critical thinking and social awareness are not negative; 

however, instructors must decide which values are most important and 

which may contribute positively or negatively to the goal of teaching writ

ing. Some values, although good in and of themselves, can conflict with 

the goal of producing better writing and may be best developed in other 

university courses that can devote the curriculum to them. However, 

in many situations, there need not be a conflict between strong writing 

and better values; much depends on the method of the instructor. Durst 

offers one example in his pedagogy of" reflective instrumentalism," which 

seeks to develop a critical and aware rnindset as well as strong writing 

skills. The 'line is often crossed and "better yalues" pushes out "better 

writing,'~ deliberately or not, when what a student's interpretation of a 

text is becomes more important than the reasoning and presentation of 

the stuaent' s interpretation. Grading students for how closely they think 

along the' teachers' ideological lines sounds eerily similar to the idea of the 
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dominant culture rewarding or punishing students for how they match 

up with societal values. 

At one point in his discussion of classrooms where organization and 

mechanics were more importa,t}t than critically choosing content, Thelin 

says, "the students learned formulas to follow, not knowledge to apply" 

(136). Thelin's statemen't can be .applieci to r/le controversy of values 

teaching in first-year composition. When the instructors' primary goal 

is to teach students particular ideological "formulas to follow," danger 

can ensue. However, if iqstri.u;:tors are willing to teach students a way of 

thinking that they can "apply" to their own formulations of understand

ing and ideology, the well-'presented rhetoric of "better writing" at its 

best can flourish. 
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Institutional Prohibition of the Fluid Text: A 
Critique of a Third Version of Life of Pi 

by M. William Coons 

W:
en a rapper "samples?' Annie it is artistically inspired; 

when a writer "steals" a concept for a story it is 

plagiarism. According to Jolin Bryant's The Fluid Text 

both are merely iterations. Though sampling/stealing may seein 

a culturally valid interpretation of the activities taking place, it 

presents an inherent dash between the sociocultural worth that 

is imbedded into texts and the concept of the fluid text. Bryant's 

concept of the fluid' text is a description of the life of a text' from 

all work prepublication to all work done with and on the text 

throughout time. It is an argument that all iterations of a text 

are just as valuable as the "authoritative" edition regardless of the 

perceived deviation from the authoritative version. The fluid text is 

by definition infinitely' iterating, a text that goes on and changes 

forever giving no iteration/version inherent value over another. The 

iterations of a text are imbedCled with the values and beliefs of the 

time and society from which they are iterated. To argue that a mere 

concept for a story (or any other part of a story) can be plagiarized is 

to argue directly against the fluid' text and the.potential for iteration, 

and this is exactly what undergraduate culture accomplishes. When a 

text is iterated and then published for the first time, society gives it a 

stamp of authority that allows it to be correct over all other previous 

or following versions of the text. This authority stamped into a text 

is the cultural value of authorship and first printing. This authority 

stamp inherently disrupts the fluid text because the intellectual work 
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that could be d9Q<; w!tl:; a text is prohibited by the social value that 

is placed onto authorial versions of a text. 

In exploration of how cultural value structures interaction with texts 

and analysis of versions, several analytical actions will be taken. First the 

versions will be labeled: the trade paperback edition of the book Life 

of Pi will be version X, the hardcover illustrated edition will be v~rsion 

Y, and the third version w!ll be version Z. The !abels are 'structured to 

remove label bias, no v<;:rsiqp. is number one, nor, is ,any versi~m A,, both 

of which establish an ordecof importance in the texts. X, Y, and Z are 

used, however, to establish a genetic !listory. Version X was published 

first, then Y, and £iqally Z. Version Z .of the text .is the class disc~ssion~ 

that took place in Kyle J ensen:.~Advanced Exposi~io_n c;ourse. None of the 

versions will be treate<;l as t4e "authoritative" or correct version,. because 

this would preve~t the ability to .understand the c;omplexity of the text 

as a fluid entity. 

Though there may be discontent ov:er calling a course sfi~cussion of 

a text a version of that text itself, for. the purposes of this analysis it is an 

effective way of getting at the issues of how society disrupts the analy~j§ 

of the fluid text. It will not . .be treated,in the, same way as versions X an4 

Y, but as a version about those two yersions. Much in the same way 

thauhoughts and interpretations .about a text are part of the, fluid ~ext, 

vepion Z is a part of the fluid text. V~rsipn Z is merely a new iteration 

of the content of Life of Pi, authored by Kyle Jensen and contributed tQ 

by all srudents enrolled. Using version Z is.an intent,iot;~al. Qreak from 

structuralism in order to .illustrate the kind of polemic analysis that the 

undergraduate institutiqn,al context invites, prohibiting the fluiq teJ~;t. 

The value of this is in allowing a kind of metacogJ;J,itive reflection on' 

undergraduate trends and expectatioqs of thought. At any time when a 

hypothetical analysis t;:tl}es place here,, it is directly taken from versioJ;I Z 

even if not explicitly stated. 

The majority of the content of version Z centers around how the 

images of version Y in some way structure perception in a way that is 

distinct than that of version X. This allows the analyst to illustrate some 

facet of version X that is disrupted by version Y. This typically devolves 

into an argument of the preference for one text over that of another. 

For example, the argument could ·be made that in version X there is 

a strong underlying individualistic spirirual message that encompasses 

all major religions, and that version Y disrupts that through the images 

by presenting Christianity in a more favorable light. It then takes those 

nuances and makes them opposing, illustrating the value of one ancl 

the lack of value of another. This analytical method, wliich is rampant 

in version Z, will be referred to as "value-based difference analysis." By 

taking this position of value and lack of value, this kind of analysis can 

quickly become polemic, a battle of absolute right and wrong. This is not 

to imply that all value-based difference analyses develop in polemics, but 

the trend towards polemics is a difficulty of this kind of analysis, which 

will be discussed later. 

This value-based difference method can become problematic. It is not 

that these differences are not significant, they are in an incredible way, it 

is that by using them to assess value in one text over another they are used 

incorrectly. Analysis in this way inherently stops short of a more valuable 

understanding of the actions of the fluid text. It will perpetually end with 

a hollow attempt to· describe culture instead of utilizing the fluid text to 

truly develop that cultural argument. For example, the hand holding a 

piece of tiger feces on page 205,of versidn Y, and the passage on page 214 

of version X that painfully describes Pi's joy at the potential of using fecal 

matter as food are both strong images that can resonate with the reader. 

When reading version X, it is nearly impossible not to see Pi's mouth 

on the line "A smile cracked my lips and made them bleed"; however in 

version Y it is not as imperative to see the image. The·version Z analysis 
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would argue that by choosing in version Y to present the image of the 

hand holding the feces rather than the. cracked bleeding lips a choice 

was made that negatively impacted the possible perception of the story. 

Both image and imagery structure the perception of Pi: in Y the feces is 

a tool by·which to train Richard Parker; in X it is a potential salvation. 

To argue the importance of one image 9ver the other is to completely 

miss the point: th~ images have the same action. 

This ·is not to say that they act in the same way. They both present 

very different constructions of the character of Pi; however, both act to 

emphasize. The question that should be asked is "Why is Pi emphasized 

as a tiger tamer in one image and as a feces eater in another?" when too 

often it is asked, "What do we lose by placing Pi in a position as a tiger 

tamer?" There are social reasonsJor Pi's portrayal in each instance, and 

the differing iterati9p.s of the text reflect the culture or subculture in 

which they are iterated. Whether it be an an~lysis of differing imagery, 

plot, themes or any other sigqHicant literary device, .. the elements in each 

version both have the same activity, as a reflection of the culture in which 

they are iterated. To continue to utilize the value-based difference method 

forces an analyst into a structuralistic analytical method that prevents 

understanding tbe way that the fluid text functions. 

1he inherent value in Version Z is that it elucidates the way in 

which perceptions, aQd indeed versions, are structured by outside forces. 

VersionZ itself was constructed through ou~side forces, through previous 

readings, massive input from Kyle and discussion with peers. However, 

even though it is a part of the fluid text, this version analytically rejects 

the use of the fluid text. Though it would seem that a version so greatly 

informed by Bryant would utilize the fluid text, it consistently did work 

against understanding 7he Life of Pi as a fluid text. The activity that was 

first to be enacted was to keep note of differences between the texts, 

a perilous road to go down with regards to the fluid text. Seeing the 

versions based on differences between them allowed co-authors to fall 

into giving authoritative status to one version over another, in this case 

version X. Version Y was then examined as a deviation from. version X 

and perpetually co-authors chose to support version X over. version Y. 

Conversation took place that often framed itself in "because of the images 

in version Y I miss out on which is· presented in version X" 

instead of "this difference· between· version X and Y ·reflects ___ _ 

about the cultures they were itera:ted in." 

Presenting one version as a deviation from another establishes 

authority in one text which is an analytical tool completely contrary to 

the fluid text. However, the value oflooking at version Z and the way in 

which it established authority for version X is in using it to understand the 

values and activities that .working in tlie institution~! context forced the 

version to enact. lfiterations reflect the values and beliefs of the culture in 

which the version is created, then wliat' are the implications for a version 

that through attempting to work on· a fluid text,· instead fails to work ih a 

way that grasps the complexity of the fluid text? This version' establishes 

the depth to which.polemic analysis has imbedded-itself into the culture 

of undergraduate academia, even though the co-authors of this version 

are attempting to escape the very thing that they are falling into. This 

has greater implications on the way in which people in the culture of 

undergraduate academia are instruCted· to think, perpetually prompted 

i:o find, analyze and: defy differences posing one as a deviation from the 

other in order to argue the value of one over another. Undergraduate 

argumentation has essentially come down to attacking the otlier point 

blindly for no reason more than it is not the '~valued" point, which is 

inherently polemic. 

Differences are used in the culture of the undergraduate academic as 

a way to differentiate between good and bad; authoritative and deviant, 

without acknowledging die conditions tinder which an iteration is made. 

'I 
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The author becomes a terministic screen through which a reader sees 

the text, while sociocultural issues are seen only as relevant with regard 

to the writer's frame of mJnd, when writing. This·inherently ignores the 

sociocultural issues that the reader is engrossed in throughout the.time in 

which they are reading ana analyzing and the sociocultural ·issues leading 

to the iteration. It is also incredibly problematic because it hints at but 

retracts from valuable work on differences. Indeed it is possible to analyze 

differences to articulate complexity or describe cultural issues, and the 

fluid text enables that possibility; however the undergraduate mindset of 

polemic argument prevent_s the very work that studying textual fluidity 

in academics sets out to accomplish. 

The argument could be m<).de that the use of version Z is unfaJ.r 

because the majority qf the analysts are students who are still learning and 

d() not necessarily either understand the fluid text or subscribe to it if:they 

do. Because this is a gateway <J.Ctivity in their journey to understanding the 

fluid text, it i$ .not a good gauge of :what their actu~l capabilities with the 

ust;.of the fluid text may be. While this counter7argument is true, there 

are some problems with. using this logic. First, the vast majority of the 

thinking and guidance, for this course was led by ~yle Jensen. While the 

students each ·thought and contributed, it was through Kyle's discussion 

of the text that opinions were formed of the text. Even this work, an 

extension of version Z, is informed by comments Kyle made of Life of Pi. 

This is not to say that Kyle inherently adopts the same kind of approach 

to differences as the undergraduate student; instead it is to say that the 

nature of the undergraduate classroom led the entire authorial team into 

a trap of value-'based· difference method analysis. Second; the concern is 

misinformed about the intent of examining version Z. It is not to illust~ate 

the analysis of those who have fully formed concepts and beliefin the fluid 

text, but to examine the way in which the undergrad~Ja~e society reacts 

with the idea of the fluid text and then to.understand and reflect on how 

it is that.the difficulty to work through the fluid text comes to be. 

The most difficult argument, thowever, would claim that the differ

ences are vital to the understanding of versions of a work ofliterature, and 

that this method of reading the fluid text would inhibit understanding 

of those differences. Specifically, if subtle nuanced differences are not 

carefully studied and critiqued, then it could hinder the understanding of 

the complexity and value of those differences. It could even be argued that 

because we can only define things by what they are not, the differences 

construct what is important and valuable to a text, and is thereby the 

means by which value is created. However, it was not the intent of the 

work to claim that difference analysis should be abandoned; instead the 

intent is to point out that it is problematic to read a text and ignore the 

implications the differences have for the time in which it was iterated. A 

text can be used distinctly by different cultural groups, and the differences 

in those versions describe a gre.at deal about the situations under which 

they are iterated. Simply arguing for or against distinctions between 

versions cannot ever accomplish depth in the understanding of cultural 

implications of versions. The intent is not to take away the analysis of 

difference, but to gain a deeper understanding of why the differences 

exist in the way they do and as a product of the time and culture that 

they come from. 

The issue here is not whether one method of analysis is better than 

another; it is that the way that the undergraduate academic culture struc

tures analytical thought prevents certain arguments from being made. 

While arguments on Christian preference in the illustrations, or gender 

stereotypes in the materiality of the book or perceptions of survival versus 

trauma may be valuable to think about and understand, they perpetually 

stop short of a much more valuable argument. Why. As in, "Why did 

this culture construct this version in this way?" This, when answered, 

gives a depth of insight that is absent from the theoretical work that 

II 
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ignores the culture and focuses on the text. It is not merely good enough 

to· make a connection to culture, the .. argument must stem from how the 

differences reflect the culture. Only when this is the case can the purpose 

of distinctions between the versions be understood. 

Until this kind of analysis'is understood and utilized, undergraduate 

culture will perpetually prohibit the understanding of the fluid text. 
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The Consequence of Gender: An Examination of 
Sharon Block's Rape and Sexual Power in Early 

America 

by Jenna Goldsmith 

R
. ce, age, and socioeconomic status had major influences 

n the way inwh~c~ legal and mo.ral matters were handled 

uring the coloma!' era in Amenca. For women, gender, 

as much as any other variable, had a significant impact on the way 

in which they lived their lives. By examining the social construct 

of gender in colonial America and its implications on how women 

were treated when it came to matters of sexual abuse and coercion, 

Sharon Block illustrates the tribulations of a broad range of women. 

Through examples and information Block cites in her book Rape and 

Sexual Power in Early America, I will explore the experiences of two 

groups of women, young white females and white female servants, 

and the abuse the groups suffered at the mercy of the authoritative 

patriarchal figures they were property of, had to live with, and were 

related to. 

Surprisingly, the image of rape and the stereotypes ofindividuals who 

committed· rape in colonial America is not far from the image portrayed 

in American society today. In early America, the quintessential image 

of rape was that of a sudden attack by an unfamiliar assailant, with 

intent of inflicting severe physical violence (Block 56). The "stranger in 

the dark alley" would be a comparable image seen today. Despite this 

common image of rape, far more sexual attacks might have occurred 

between neighbors or family members (54). The continued abuse of a 

father or another person in power, such as a master or employer, bore 
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little resemblance to a stranger's attack (54). This overly simplistic view 

can be seen as unrea\istic when examining jus~ how blurry the lines of 

consent became, made by the subtle forms of coercion between family 

members, servants, and their masters (54). 

To further illustrate the complexity involved in early American 

cases of sexual abuse and coercion, as a context for later examples, Block 

describes the two conclusions an assaulted woman had to come to befo_re 

she shared her status. First, a woman b.d to come to the realization that 

she had been wronged in some way, and second, she had to be convinced 

that telling somebody about what had h.appened might physically or 

emotionally improve her situation (88). This gives insight into the point 

of view of women and the perceptions about women that society held at 

this time. An example I found incredibly telling was that of Alice Yarnal. 

Although there were male individuals who knew ofYarnal's rape prior 

to and during the offense, they thought she had no virtue in need of 

protectjng because of her st!lruS as an unmarried mother. To the men, 

evidence of past sexual relations qualified Yarnal as a woman without 

virtue (60). 

With knowledge like this, it is possible to examine groups of women 

more closely to see how their experiences compare to other women at the 

time. One such group is white female servants. For white women who 

were indentured servants, the power of ownership held by their Jllasters 

sometimes included the power to demand sexual relations with that 

servant (67). Under patriarchy, it was thoughtthatthemalein power was 

given ~pportunities for sexual access to the women of the household ( 66). 

This concept was propagated by literature. For example, a Revolutionary

era Virginia Gazette described the ideal servant as somebody who would 

not only make the master's bed, but would possess the desire to "partake 

in it" (66). Dialogue between colonists implied that dependent women 

would have an inherent desire to serve their masters; this likely included 

sexual service ( 66). Block cites the example of an individual:named David 

Thayer. Thayer would not hire a maid who would not commit to sexual 

mastery in addition to household servitude (66). 

As much a5 the common law, promoted by discourse and literature; 

had implications for the treatment of white female servants under patri

archy, the actual laws on the books in early America provided another 

hurdle for women. White servants undeniably were in a better position 

than black slaves, who essentially had no voice in the legal system, but 

class still dictated a female servant's treatment. The system could he a site 

of intimidation, rather than salvation, for both women without husbands 

and lower-class women (122). Indentured servants most likely fit-into 

at least orie, if not 'both of.these categories. Literate and elite women 

infrequently took steps to prosecute attackers because they felt they had 

little legal recourse. This sent a blatant message to servant women; legal 

recourse was seldom secured and therefore seemed like a far-fetched no

tion (95). In a courtroom full of men, a woma11~s social status directly 

dictated her ability' to speak on the matter of rape (89). Her status in 

society also determined her decision to make an attack public knowledge 

(90). 

These factors come together in the case of Rachel Davis. Block's'use 

of Davis's situation is key in understanding Tape and sexual coercion in 

early Ameiica because it involves all of the variables I have already men

tioned: ·race, class, and the legal system. A fourth component, community 

involvement, also becomes a factor. The story of Rachel Davis is not a 

familiar one, as it has only survived through manuscript court records 

(68). It is the story of a white servant in Pennsylvania who struggled with 

her master's attacks at the end of the eighteenth century (68). Unlike 

enslaved women, a wliite servant like Davis could a5k the courts for 

ph:ltection from a sexually abusive master, but it was very difficult (68). 

For a white servant, sexual coercion opportunities were created by the 
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m~t~r _using a woman's labor (68). Masters took advantage of a female's 

status to create a situation i"n whic_h_her ability to consent or refuse was 

decreased (68). Therefore, through economic mastery, sexual mastery 

was created (68). Under the systerp. of patriarchy, a master's authority 

to control where;: a ~c;:rvant went and what she did enabled );lim to force a 

sezyandike Davis into a-sexually compromising situation (69). Contrary 

to.the image of the r~1_1dom sexual attack discussed earlier, tl;lese, social 

and economic relations helped in furthering the sexual assault (71). 

Isolation from community was another tactic used by masters to 

subord_inate the_ir servants. William Cress, Rachel Davis's master, used 

isolation as a tool. He-did not allow Davis's sister to help in the search 

for the sickle,which w.as the situation that:preclgqed the sexual assault 

(71)._Another tactic used by Cress thatwa,s common in the servant/master 

relationship dynamic was t}le use of specific language to coe_rce a servant 

into a compromising situation (73). In Davi~'s case, Cress used terms 

of endearment during the att~c~, as well as presenting an affectiol)ate 

demeanor during the-sexual encounter (73). BI'Chavior like this modified 

the cl~ssical legal description of rape apd made a distinction between 

a consenting encounter from the brutality early Americans associated 

with rape (74), 

A female's sense of community influenced, in large part, if al)d how 

she would.take legal recourse after the assault. Ra<;:hrd Davis only confided 

in a handful of women, and none of.the less than five women who knew 

of the assault would.begin legal action until Davis's fat~c;:r had returned 

from out of town (122). Davis and. the other females in her community 

tmderstood that a yvoman qeeded a male figure to stand up with her when 

challenging an9ther map in court (122). ,Because a· patriarch provided 

the final compopent in the all'.male legal syst~tp, women usually could 

noJ complain about. a sex.ually abusive:: patriarch .until he was .. replace9 

with another (i23). 

A second marginalized group Block focuses on in her book is children, 

more specifically daughters, and how sexual abuse and coercion affected a 

young girl within her family. Although family was one of the most protec

tive and important social networks of the colonial period, some fathers 

went against biblical, social, and ethical standards and sexually assaulted 

their daughters, sometimes for years without discovery (74). Like the 

masters of wnite female servants, fathers could -use their positions as the 

patriarch of the household to coerce their daughters (54). Because fathers 

could use their authority, this allowed them to not have to use excessive 

physical force or violent tactics to execute the assault (54). Young females 

within the family were expected to obey their parents, especially their 

father, and a father could use his expectations of a daughter's obedience 

to•him as leverage to force consent (75). Under a patriarchal system like 

the one in early America, the identity a"nd label father carried certain 

sexual privilege and access (74). The social obedience to a father that 

~as ·expected of daughters· could be construed as consent within. the 

courtroom as well (77). A lawyer could argue that a father did nor fit the 

stereotypical image of a rapist and ·thereby prove the innocence of the 

father (77). The child's obedience would!be seen as consent. 

For these young girls, community involvement and. the court system 

were very rlluch related. When the victim was young and presumably 

sexually inexperienced, other women were likely involved and crucial 

in court proceedings (108). Older women in the community may have 

recognized that community involvement and .legal prosecution could 

protect them, but· young females were especially apt to believe that men 

who had already hurt them could plausibly act on their threats of retribu

tion (99). A woman's role in court testimony was critical for a young girl, 

just as it was for a white servant. Women helped women: they provided, 

among other things, health advice, and were considered experts on the 

female body, but they were essential in providing testimony in sex related 
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cases and were calledfon quite regularly (108). In general, young girls 

who did nochave confidence in family and commupity support for their 

accusations tended to keep silent for long periods:ohime, and thjs was 

especiallyxrue for young girls being abused by family members (96). 

Among the examples Block uses io illustrate the complexity sur

rounding sexual abuse' and coercion within the family, two separate 

cases show the role of family and community in two different ways. 

Block discusses the situation of a young girl named Hannah Rood. Rood 

represents a daughter, Rood had difficulty complaining about-an abusive 

father because she could not .. see .how to ·complain against the man who 

claimed to be her protector. (96). Another ·example is the case of Sarah 

Perkins. Perkinsrepresents the other .. side of the coin. As a victim,.Perkins 

was forced to leave her hJJUse and live ·with neighbors when ·her abuse 

became apparent. Although .the neighbors said that she acted '.'as if she 

was going among rattlesnakes':.when forced ·to. be around her (ather, 

we can only assume from Block's analysis.that the ndghbors (Perkins~s 

community) did ·not take any steps to make the situation.safer for h~r 

outside of taking her in for small periods of time (757--;6). 

In con~lusion,, individuals like Hannah Rood, Sarah Perkins, and 

·Rachel Davis represent how gender, more than.any other factor, shaped 

the way in which women lived their lives in early America. Status, labor 

relations and duties, and power within the legal system-supervened gender 

·during the time period. We see that community involvemc;:nt, social 

networks, and family support were essentialin. the fate of a white female 

servant. within in the courtroom and the young white daughter of an 

abusive father. By examining the experiences of women in Block's book, 

we can get a better understanding of the social constructs that influence 

gender relations and patterns in contemporary America. 
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"Design" 

by Liz Pennington 

I
n the poem "Design," Robert Frost presents the details of a 

pleasurable summer morning scene and then uses the white 

imagery in this scene to identify the darker fears of the human 

soul. The poem presents the question of whether there is a God, and 

if there is, what does He have to do with nature on a daily basis. 

Andrew Stambuk, in a critical essay on "Design" writes, '~t the 

heart of this argument is the question of whether what we respond to 

as natural evil-the destruction of one species by another-proves 

either that such predation is random and God does not exist, or that 

there is a malevolent maker" (540). 

Frost begins "Design" with a description of a spider: "I found a 

dimpled spider, fat and white." It is an appealing description of "a 

dimpled spider;" except that the spider is white and not dark. In this 

first line of the poem one already questions the contrast between what 

is expected: a lurking, dark spider, full of malevolence and evil; and the 

pure, innocent, white spider that is described. 

The poem continues with an introduction of the other main charac

ters: "On a white heal-all, holding up a moth I Like a white piece of rigid 

satin cloth" (2-3). Here we see the contrasting colors again, as a heal-all 

is usually blue, but it is presented as white in the poem. The color of the 

moth itself is not unusual, however, but the association of death with 

the color white is odd, as black is a color more often associated with it. 

ihe moth's wings are described as "rigid satin cloth" (3) in the poem, 

not the silky, light image that is usually associated with moth wings. This 

contrast can be seen as a sign of death, as the reader can envision the 
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beginning of rigor mortis in the "rigid" wings of the moth. The reader is 

already presented with several unexpected contrasts: the spider, the flower 

and the rigidity of the moth's wings, which questions whether there is a 

God-created design within nature. 

Frost continues his contr<j.StS in the next lines: "Assorted characters 

of death and !?light I Mixed ready to begin the morning right" (4-5). 

These lines present another contrast, as death is not usually associated 

with morning,, unless Frost is playing with the similar sound of the word 

"mourning," in which case the word "morning" is quite ironic. As the 

poem begins with a summer scene, it is already tur~ing dark, with the 
' ' 

"assorted characters of death and blight" (4) contrastin~ with the images 

of summer and "morning_ light" (5). 

The next three lines finish setting the scene and end the first octet: 

"Like the ingredients of a witch's broth- I A snow-drop spider, a 

flower like a froth I And dead wings carried like a paper kite" (6-8). 

The "ingredients of a witch's broth" are reminiscent of the witches' lines 

from Shakespeare's Macbeth: "Double, double, toil and trouble I Fire 

burn and cauldron bubble" (4.1. 20-21).1Jie contrast forms a doubling 

of the images (black witches/white s~ider); and ~here is cettainly toil, 

for the spider, which had to kill, and trouble for the moth, which was 

killed. The "snow-drop spider" ~7) is another contrast, as the image of 

a snow drop is purely white and innocent and the spider has just killed 

something, which is hardly an innocent act. The "wings carried like a 

paper kite" (8) gives one yet another contrasting image, as the gentleness 

of carrying a paper kite is intermixed with both the harsh killing that has 
"' 

just taken place and the "rigid satin cloth" (3) of the dead wings described 

earlier in the poem. Finally, the "flower ·like a froth" gives an image of 

a froth being light and fluff}r, but 'can also bring to mind the dark froth 

of the witches brew mentioned above. These contrasts combine to make 

the reader question God and His interactions with nature. As Stambuk 

writes, "Frost reinforces the use of white with words in the octave such as 

'snowdrop,' which suggests purity, and 'froth' which implies something 

light and frivolous, heightening the sense of irony and horror that the 

poem so vividly presents" (540). 

After setting the scene, Frost beginsthe second sestet with questions: 

"What had the flower to do with being white I The wayside blue and 

innocent heal-all?" (9-10). From Frost's description, one understands 

that heal-alls are usually blue. Therefore, "what had the flower to do with 

being white?" (9). As the moth and the spider are both white, making 

the flower white also adds to the bleak tone of the poem. While white 

is generally assumed to be an innocent color, the imagery of white in 

this poem serves to make the reader question whether that assumption 

is true. 

Frost continues his questions in the next two lines: "What brought 

the kindred spider to that height I Then steered the white moth thJther 

in the night?" (11-12). These questions form central questions of the 

poem. Is there a God who has a grand design to all things, or is there 

just nothing but chaos with•no design at all? Stambuk writes, "The verbs 

'brought' and 'steered' suggest that these 'a5sbrted characters' are ·the 

agents of an inscrutable maker, incapable on their own of voluntary 

movement" (541). Did die spider and the inoth just happen to be in 

the same place at the same time, or did some force put them together at 

that one point? Frost seems to imply evidence of a grand Designer at this 

point in the poem. James Tuttleton in a criticism on '"Design,'' states: 

"If Christian theologians ... had argued the attributes of the Diety can 

be inferred from the design of His creation, Frost finds in His creation 

evidence of a terrifying pattern of death-dealing" (67). 

Frost uses the whiteness of the scene to draw our attention to the 

"Does God exist?" question by further focusing our attention back to the 

white colors: "Then steered the white moth thither in the night" (12). 
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Tuttleton writes: " 'Design' is a reflection on t!,l~ ghastly and sinister 

implication of whiteness" (67). A world in which all· things are blank, 

white, and without a'granddesign is.just as terrifYing as a world in which 

all things are dark and without a grand' design. It is the lack of a great 

designer that is terrifYing, whichever color might be used ~o represent 

that void. 

The final lines of the poem leave the reader with the ultimate q ues~ion: 

"What but design of darkness to appall? I If design govern a thing so. small" 

(13-14). Is there an intelligent r~~son to the universe or does the universe 

simply ~eist? Perhaps the answer depends on 'the events ta!cing place in 

the life of the person asking the questi()n. Someone after experiencing a 

death in the fa.Jllily might answer that "no," there is no design governing 

the universe, things just happen .. Someone after experiencing some grand 

event such a.S the birth of a child, might say that "yes," there is a ·grand 

qesign to the universe and everything that happens does so for a reason. 

One could argue that desigq is inherent to the circle of life itself; for 

everyone who is born in a single day, someone dies. tpat day. Who is 

right? Which is more frightening? J:' gttleton states, "It is hard to imagine 

which is more appa:llipg, that is likeliest to turn us pallid or white with 

fear: a p~:ovidence that intended such destruction as befalls the moth; or 

an absence of all purposive :J.gc:;ncy in the world-sheer chaos on adeast 

the microlevels of life" (Tuttleton 3). 

Does Frost believe in a grand design? On~ of the darkest· fears of 

the human soul is that t:)lexe is no supreme Designer of the universe. 

Conversely, if there is a· God, what does He have:; to do with nature on 

a daily basis? The spider, the flower, the moth and even humans are all 

•part of nature, and all creatures use instinct to survive. Where does that 

instinct come from? Frost ends the poem in an ambiguous question "If 

design govern a thing so small?" 04). Frost seems to make an argument 

for God throughqut tp!= poem by.including images q£beaury, the flower, 

the moth, the fat, dimpled spider. Yet the contrasts, black and white, 

innocent modi and killer spider, the flower that is the wrong color, also 

make the reader question the existence of a grand Designer. By asking 

the question, "If design govern a thing so small?" (14), Frost seems to 

conclude that a grand design does exist and that nature, however violent, 

is part of that design. 

I 
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